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It is well confirmed that the wave packet of 
the hydrogen molecule H2， which is set at the 
excited anti-bonding level， spreads quickly. 
This corresponds to the dissociatioin into two 
atoms 2H. However， quite a 1itle part of it 
fals into the ground bonding level for H2 be-
cause of the transition between energy levels. 
In the present work， we apply the transitions 
between levels of adiabatic potentials (AP) to 
the system which consists of three protons and 
an e1ectron. In calculation， AP isobtained UIl-
der the condition that two protons are fixed 
with distance R2 as there in Figl. Resultly， 
those transitions are occurred at the center 
point of R2 where levels of AP get close each 
other. In calculation， we take transition be-




1 Hamiltonian and Model 
We discuss the model whose Hamiltonian is 
described as 
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where m and M are masses of the electron and 
the proton. As shown in Fig1， the distance 
between the 1eft proton and center proton is 
R1・Further，r isthe position of the electron. 
The solution of the Schr凸dingerequation is 
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where Fn(R1' t) and 仇 (1¥R1)are wave func-
tions of center proton and the electron. Here， 
n indicates the AP for this 3H+ system. As 





whe吋 (r)=会叫(-r)，i.e. ls orbita1 for H 
atom. In the procedure of adiabatic approxi-
mation we get En (R 1). According1y， F;バR1，t)
is obtained in the following expression from 




state is set at the first excited state. We sus-
pect wave packets of an initial state has more 
energy than difference between those levels. 
We would like to point out that the center 
proton has a tendency to remain at the center 
point， though the separation to the hydrogen 
molcule and one hydrogen ion is expected to 
be found finally. There remains problem of 
the relationship between present results and 
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Figure 2: Adiabatic potential vs. R1 
The obtained AP vs. Rl are shown in Fig.2. 
In those AP ， the behavior of wave packets is 
illustrated in Fig.3， where (a)， (b) and (c) are 
that for ground， 1st excited and 2nd excited 
states， each other. The transitions of wave 
packets between three levels are found to be 
restricted to the center position， where AP get 
close each other. 
Transition probability to second excited 
state is more than to ground state when initial 
N umerical results 2 
Figure 3: The behavior of wave packets with 
increasi時 timein the ground state (a)， 1st 
excited state (b)組 d2nd excited state (c) re-
spectively. The initial state is set at first ex-
cited state as shown in (b). 
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